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86. "ky writing is critical of the FBI. it also is factual and is based on the FBI's 

own record and records. Wods I used in 1965 and 1066 1966 in the titles of books, while 

they may have appeared extreme then to those who lacked my knowledge, are in everdayx 

use now. Such words as "Whitewash" and "Cover-UP" an the identical words used in the 

reporting of the initial releases. 

87. As sample of what caused more FBI animosity toward me and more determination by 

it to ruin me or at least frustrate me to the degree possible I attach two review of my 

book on the king assasination. Both make clear that the book is an exposure of the FBI. 

(Exhibits 	and 	) 

88. Those now in the FBI are not those who fabricated the earlier defamations of me. 

They therefore had no way of knowing that these were contorted,
ions 

 misrepresented
io 

 and 

fabrications. I did write to the FBI correcting those errors under PA. Howver, since tk 

my destruction of the FBI's paranoiac mythologies I have not received another record 

relating to myself. 
ridiculous 

89. Were it not at once so juvenile and so ludicrous what the hierarchy had to do to 
would be laughable. In my first book 

console the then Director )4ii/ I accurately reported that he had misinfirmed the Warren 

L'ommission. I cite this also as an example of the FBI's inability to flaw my work on 

accuracy, despite the flow of Hooverese rhetoric on the subject. 

90. The Commission asked this fabled investigator why Lee Harvey Oswald had not shot 

at the President as he aperoach the alleged sniper's lair. Mr ■ hoover responded that there 

were trees in the way. The ';ommissioners, who saw the emperor's clothes, lefteit at that. 

I did not. I quoted the transcript of this incredible erroe and accompanied that with a 

Secret Service picture. This picture shows that there were no trees at all in the way of 

thw apl_roach - in fact none on the entire street. The top brass of the FBI, after suitably 

comforting words to the Durector about me, told him the there were indeed trees elsewhere 

in the area, and that once the motorcade made a left turn there would have been trees in 

the way, thus it was right and proper for the Director to refer to the presences of trees 

and he was right and I was wrong. ikkxtatxlakaramaaargnixtmraraiimsafaxximgxlmxtxx 
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